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Time for budget teamwork
Legislative leaders from both parties must recognize the value of governor’s 
compromise and return to the bargaining table. Mediocrity isn’t enough.

Having spent a good part of last week in unproductive budget discussions, Republican and Democratic 
legislative leaders are probably sick of talking about PERS and taxes. They’re bound to be a little tired of each 
other as well. Too bad. Unless they want this session to be remembered for mediocrity, they’ll huddle up once 
again and get back to work.

Mediocrity is within easy reach, unfortunately. Lawmakers could balance the budget now thanks to the 
Legislature’s modest PERS-reform effort, combined with an optimistic revenue forecast. Such a budget wouldn’t 
be big enough to prevent layoffs in some school districts, and all districts, thanks to insufficient PERS reforms, 
would continue to struggle with retirement costs for many years. Still, the Legislature could wrap up and go 
home, though the result would be nothing worth bragging about.

Legislative leaders who want to be proud of their work this session should reconsider the compromise 
they walked away from last week. As described by Gov. John Kitzhaber during a meeting with The 
Oregonian editorial board Friday, it would generate hundreds of millions more for schools and other 
services by controlling PERS costs more tightly and, yes, by raising taxes. There’s plenty for both Democrats 
and Republicans to dislike, but the sum total is bound to appeal to many — and probably most — of their 
constituents, especially those with kids in school.

Politically, the compromise is a greater risk for Republicans. In exchange for deeper PERS cuts, they’d have 
to accept tax hikes of roughly $275 million in the next biennium. The hikes would hit corporations, individual 
taxpayers (presumably the wealthier kind) and those who indulge in such taxable sins as drinking and smoking. 
But some of the money also would come from badly needed changes to Oregon’s senior medical deduction, a 
unique tax perk whose cost — like that of PERS — is expected to mushroom.

Democrats would have to agree to slightly deeper PERS cuts, including those affecting inactive members. 
But they’ve already demonstrated their willingness to cut PERS, and they’d be able to point to the tax increases 
as evidence they’d made corporations and the wealthy share in the sacrifice. The budget fight has been about 
raising money and about making PERS more sustainable, but it’s also been about winning political battles. 
Maneuvering Republicans into supporting tax hikes would be a political win for Democrats.

Republicans surely don’t welcome the prospect, but sacrificing something you want in exchange for 
something more important is the nature of compromise. The sacrifice in this case is well worth it. Under the 
governor’s proposal, funding for schools and other government services will increase not only during the 2013-
2015 biennium, but also during subsequent biennia. This is not a one-time cash infusion that will leave a new 
funding crisis in its wake. It’s an enduring source of savings (and revenue) whose value will increase from one 
biennium to the next for the foreseeable future. It would be a mistake to walk away from such a possibility.

Compromising on PERS and taxes also might rescue the governor’s tax-reform effort, which requires 
cooperation between business and labor. Kitzhaber’s idea moves beyond the usual top-down reform effort, in 
which lawmakers cobble together a tax reform package, usually involving a sales tax, and ask people to vote 
on it. Instead, it asks business and labor to identify reforms both can support. And before anything ends up on 
the ballot, those involved would try to figure out, by polling and other means, what voters might be willing to 
support — even if it doesn’t involve a sales tax.

It’s an innovative, bottom-up approach, but Kitzhaber fears that the crucial business-labor cooperation 
might crumble if lawmakers fail to approve a compromise that boosts money for schools, controls PERS costs 
more effectively and raises taxes a bit. He could be right, and that would be doubly bad for schools. Not only 
would they miss out on sustained higher funding, but they’d also lose any hope of escaping the yo-yo effect 
created by the state’s volatile tax structure.

The Legislature’s Democrats and Republicans represent different core constituencies, but they need to 
remember that they play for the same team. What that team needs now is a budget compromise.
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O
n Thursday, just after reports broke
that the National Security Agency
had been helping itself to data from
just about every major U.S. Internet

company, an enterprising Twitter user set up
an account called“Nothing to Hide,”
which reproduced tweets from peo-
ple expressing blithe unconcern
about their government’s potential
access to their emails, phone re-
cords, video chats, you name it.

“If it can save people from an-
other 9/11 like attack, go for it,” one
declared. “My emails/phone calls
are not that exciting anyway …”

Another tweeted: “… this sort of
thing was bound to happen. We live in the in-
formation age. Besides, I have nothing to hide.”

And another: “If you share your whole life
on social media who cares if the government
takes a peek?!?”

These citizens have a somewhat shaky grasp
of how civil liberties are supposed to work. But
they understand the essential nature of life on
the Internet pretty well. The motto “nothing
to hide, nothing to fear” — or, alternatively,
“abandon all privacy, ye who enter here” —
might as well be stamped on every smartphone
and emblazoned on every social media login
page. As the security expert Bruce Schneier
wrote recently, it isn’t that the Internet has been

penetrated by the surveillance state; it’s that
the Internet, in effect, is a surveillance state.

Anxiety over this possibility has been laced
intoonlineexperiencesincethebeginning.(Wit-
ness Clinton-era netsploitation movies like“En-

emy of the State.”) But in the early
days of the dot-com era, what peo-
plefoundmoststrikingaboutonline
life was how anonymous it seemed
— all those chat rooms and com-
ment sections, aliases and handles
and screen names. A famous New
Yorkercartoondepictedtwocanines
contemplating a computer, as one
promised the other, “On the Inter-
net, nobody knows you’re a dog.”

This ideal of anonymity still persists in some
Internet communities. But in many ways, the
online world has turned out to be less private
than the realm of flesh and blood. In part,
that’s because most Internet users don’t want
to cloak themselves in pseudonyms. Instead,
they communicate in online spaces roughly
the way they would in a room full of their clos-
est friends, and they use texts and emails the
way they would once have used a letter or a
phone call.Which means, inevitably, that they
are much more exposed — to strangers and
enemies, ex-lovers and ex-friends — than they
would have been before their social lives mi-
grated online.

It is at least possible to participate in online
culture while limiting this horizontal, peer-to-
peer exposure. But it is practically impossible
to protect your privacy vertically — from the
service providers and social media networks
and now security agencies that have access
to your every click and text and email. Even
the powerful can’t cover their tracks, as David
Petraeus discovered. In the surveillance state,
everybody knows you’re a dog.

And every looming technological break-
through, from Google Glass to driverless cars,
promises to make our every move and down-
load a little easier to track. Already, Silicon
Valley big shots tend to talk about privacy in
roughly the same paternalist language favored
by government spokesmen.“If you have some-
thing that you don’t want anyone to know,”
Google’s Eric Schmidt told an interviewer in
2009, “maybe you shouldn’t be doing it in the
first place.”

The problem is that we have only one major
point of reference when we debate what these
trends might mean: the 20th-century totalitar-
ian police state, whose every intrusion on pri-
vacy was in the service of tyrannical one-party
rule. That model is useful for teasing out how
authoritarian regimes will try to harness the
Internet’s surveillance capabilities, but Amer-
ica isn’t about to turn into East Germany with
Facebook pages.

For us, the age of surveillance is more likely
to drift toward what Alexis de Tocqueville de-
scribed as“soft despotism” or what the Forbes
columnist James Poulos has dubbed“the pink
police state.” Our government will enjoy ex-
traordinary, potentially tyrannical powers, but
most citizens will be monitored without feel-
ing persecuted or coerced.

So instead of a climate of pervasive fear,
there will be a chilling effect at the margins
of political discourse, mostly affecting groups
and opinions considered disreputable already.
Instead of a top-down program of political re-
pression, there will be a more haphazard pat-
tern of politically motivated, Big Data-enabled
abuses. (Think of the recent IRS scandals, but
with damaging personal information being
leaked instead of donor lists.)

Inthisatmosphere,radicalismandprotestwill
seem riskier, paranoia will be more reasonable,
and conspiracy theories will proliferate. But be-
cause genuinely dangerous people will often be
pre-empted or more swiftly caught, the privacy-
for-security swap will seem like a reasonable
trade-off tomanyAmericans—especiallywhen
there is no obvious alternative short of discon-
necting from the Internet entirely.

Welcome to the future. Just make sure you
don’t have anything to hide.

©2013, New York Times News Service

Your smartphone is watching you, but do you care?
‘NOTHING TO HIDE, NOTHING TO FEAR’

Time for budget teamwork
Legislative leaders from both parties must recognize the value of governor’s

compromise and return to the bargaining table. Mediocrity isn’t enough

H
aving spent a good part
of last week in unproduc-
tive budget discussions,
Republican and Demo-

cratic legislative leaders are probably
sick of talking about PERS and taxes.
They’re bound to be a little tired of
each other as well. Too bad. Unless
they want this session to be remem-
bered for mediocrity, they’ll huddle
up once again and get back to work.

Mediocrity is within easy reach, un-
fortunately. Lawmakers could balance
the budget now thanks to the Legis-
lature’s modest PERS-reform effort,
combined with an optimistic revenue
forecast. Such a budget wouldn’t be
big enough to prevent layoffs in some
schooldistricts,andalldistricts, thanks
to insufficient PERS reforms, would continue to struggle with re-
tirementcostsformanyyears.Still, theLegislaturecouldwrapup
and go home, though the result would be nothing worth brag-
ging about.

Legislative leaders who want to be proud of their work this ses-
sion should reconsider the compromise they walked away from
last week. As described by Gov. John Kitzhaber during a meet-
ing withThe Oregonian editorial board Friday, it would generate
hundredsofmillionsmoreforschoolsandotherservicesbycon-
trolling PERS costs more tightly and, yes, by raising taxes.There’s
plentyforbothDemocratsandRepublicanstodislike,butthesum
total isboundtoappealtomany—andprobablymost—oftheir
constituents, especially those with kids in school.

Politically, the compromise is a greater risk for Republicans.
In exchange for deeper PERS cuts, they’d have to accept tax
hikes of roughly $275 million in the next biennium. The hikes
would hit corporations, individual taxpayers (presumably the
wealthier kind) and those who indulge in such taxable sins as
drinking and smoking. But some of the money also would come
from badly needed changes to Oregon’s senior medical deduc-
tion, a unique tax perk whose cost — like that of PERS — is ex-
pected to mushroom.

Democrats would have to agree to slightly deeper PERS cuts,
including those affecting inactive members. But they’ve al-
ready demonstrated their willingness to cut PERS, and they’d
be able to point to the tax increases as evidence they’d made

corporations and the wealthy share
in the sacrifice. The budget fight has
been about raising money and about
making PERS more sustainable, but
it’s also been about winning political
battles. Maneuvering Republicans
into supporting tax hikes would be a
political win for Democrats.

Republicans surely don’t welcome
the prospect, but sacrificing some-
thing you want in exchange for some-
thing more important is the nature
of compromise. The sacrifice in this
case is well worth it. Under the gov-
ernor’s proposal, funding for schools
and other government services will
increase not only during the 2013-
2015 biennium, but also for the fu-
ture. This is not a one-time cash

infusion that will leave a new funding crisis in its wake. It’s an
enduring source of savings (and revenue) whose value will in-
crease from one biennium to the next for the foreseeable fu-
ture. It would be a mistake to walk away from such a possibility.

Compromising on PERS and taxes also might rescue the gov-
ernor’s tax-reform effort, which requires cooperation between
business and labor. Kitzhaber’s idea moves beyond the usual
top-down reform effort, in which lawmakers cobble together a
tax reform package, usually involving a sales tax, and ask peo-
ple to vote on it. Instead, it asks business and labor to identify
reforms both can support. And before anything ends up on the
ballot, those involved would try to figure out, by polling and
other means, what voters might be willing to support — even
if it doesn’t involve a sales tax.

It’s an innovative, bottom-up approach, but Kitzhaber fears
that the crucial business-labor cooperation might crumble if
lawmakers fail to approve a compromise that boosts money for
schools, controls PERS costs more effectively and raises taxes a
bit. He could be right, and that would be doubly bad for schools.
Not only would they miss out on sustained higher funding, but
they’d also lose any hope of escaping the yo-yo effect created
by the state’s volatile tax structure.

The Legislature’s Democrats and Republicans represent dif-
ferent core constituencies, but they need to remember that
they play for the same team. What that team needs now is a
budget compromise.

Oregon can better protect kids and public health without tromping on religious liberty

O
regon’s laws on childhood vac-
cines are among the nation’s least
restrictive, most accepting of re-
ligious beliefs and most deferen-

tial toward parents. This fact won’t change if
state lawmakers pass Senate Bill 132.

But the state would send a stronger and
more consistent message about children’s
health and community responsibility by
tweaking current law to reflect the impor-
tance of vaccines. The House should follow
the Senate’s lead, pass SB132 and send it to
Gov. John Kitzhaber’s desk.

Oregon requires parents to immunize
schoolchildren against dangerous diseases
such as polio and diphtheria.The state allows
two types of exemptions from this rule. One
is medical, if a child has an underlying health
condition that would add risks. The other is
nonmedical, if a child’s parents oppose vac-
cines for religious or philosophical reasons.
It’s listed as a religious exemption on the form.

SB132 wouldn’t affect the vast majority of
Oregon parents who already follow medi-

cal guidelines for childhood immunizations:
They would follow the same elaborate process
of multiple shots, office visits and paperwork.
Likewise, parents seeking a medical exemp-
tion would still need only a doctor’s note, as
they do now.

The bill would affect only parents seeking
religious and other nonmedical exemptions.
These parents would no longer be able to sim-
ply check a box on the form and be done. Un-
der SB132, they would need either a doctor’s
note saying they’d been informed of the risks
and benefits of vaccinations or a certificate
proving they had watched an approved on-
line education video.

The bill passed the Senate 16-13 last week
and now awaits action by the House.

Some lawmakers, notably Sen. Fred Girod,
R-Stayton, oppose the bill for fear of infringing
on religion.“Not only are we stomping on First
Amendmentrights, thefreedomofreligion,”he
told colleagues, “we are actually stomping on
a right of a person to dictate their own health
care.We are tromping on the rights of a parent

to dictate what’s best for their kids.”
Girod is right that the state should keep pro-

tecting religious liberty and giving parents a
wide berth to make unconventional choices
about their children’s upbringing. But this bill
passes the liberty test: It doesn’t require the
state to decide whose religious beliefs are ac-
ceptable, it doesn’t impose unique burdens on
religious families, and it doesn’t require any-
one to adopt new beliefs or pretend he has.
The bill would simply ask parents to show
some evidence of an informed choice.

That’s a minimal burden for families who
seek to reap the collective benefits of “herd
immunity” while avoiding the minor indi-
vidual risks and hassle of shots.

Most states are stricter than Oregon about
immunizations. Two states allow exemp-
tions only for medical reasons, period. Ore-
gon shouldn’t go that far. It should, however,
adopt a less casual approach to the spread
of deadly communicable diseases. Treating
childhood immunization more like an impor-
tant medical decision is the right way to go.

A smarter stance on child vaccines

200 wiseguy words
The Oregonian’s David Sarasohn writes

a short take of political commentary about
lobbyists: “This session of the Oregon
Legislature, while insisting on its intention
to be public and open about details like the
budget and school funding, seems to be
moving swiftly to conceal something that
Oregonians — especially Salemites — might
really want to know: Where do lobbyists
lobby other lobbyists? In other words,
where do the pros do it? And when a lobbyist
dines with another lobbyist, who pays?”

Read and comment at The Stump.

Government surveillance
Tim Weiner says Big Brother is watching

and we can’t ignore him: “President Obama
has said he welcomes a debate on the clash
between national security and civil liberties.
Fine, let’s have one — preferably in public,
with witnesses under oath, starting with the
NSA’s director and Google’s ‘don’t be evil’
executives.”

•

Emily Bazelon explains why we should
worry about government surveillance: “NSA
snoops are not all up in our business, as far
as we can tell. The danger is that they could
be. Once the government has access to all
this data, it has untrammeled power over it
— which it could abuse.”

•

Farhad Manjoo comments on the NSA and
Edward Snowden: “Edward Snowden sounds
like a thoughtful, patriotic young man, and
I’m sure glad he blew the whistle on the
NSA’s surveillance programs. But the more I
learned about him … the angrier I became.
Wait, him? The NSA trusted its most sensitive
documents to this guy?”

Read and comment at The Stump.

Portland Rose Festival
“As a former Portland Public Schools

student and teacher, I am extremely
disappointed that Portland schools are
not included in the parade. I know these
schools must have some talented kids who
would delight the crowds with their musical
ability,” Judy Lynne Bassett of Northwest
Portland writes at the public blog My
Oregon, found at The Stump.

The Stump is our opinion blog.
It includes not only editorials,
commentary and letters to the editor,
but also online-only content from

The Oregonian’s editorial team and access to
additional commentary.

oregonlive.com/thestump
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